
Symend Cure 
drives better 
business results 
by putting your 
past due 
customers first.

Financial setbacks don’t last, 
but satisfied customers do

Create tailored, digital-first engagements that  
engage with empathy and improve: 
customer satisfaction      operational efficiencies      revenue results



Open rates up to 

2.5x 
industry average

Click rates up to 

5x 
industry average

Higher cure rates  
start with industry leading  
engagement

Adapt as customers 
change 
 
We use behavioral science to inform  
algorithms and identify relationships  
between customer behavior and sentiment.

Drive better business results and empower  
past due customers to resolve their bills— 
before they reach collections

Symend is invested in the long-term financial wellness of your customers and their long-term relationship 
with you. Symend Cure uses science to empower customers to stay caught up on their bills and to positively 
shape behavior so they fall behind less, over time. 

*Symend serves global enterprises in telecommunications, financial services, utilities and media. Metrics may vary by industry.

Consistently deliver the positive 
experience your customers expect

With flexible payment options, empathetic 
digital outreaches and personalized  
engagements, Symend increases  
customer satisfaction while remaining 
aligned with your brand. 

 
What resonates with your customers?  
We have it down to a science

Our AI and ML model continuously  
optimizes strategies based on customer 
interactions to better predict outreach  
effectiveness, respond to changing  
sentiment and accelerate outcomes. 

 
Make better decisions, driven by data

The insights we gain engaging millions  
of consumers enhance your in-house 
expertise and tailor outreach strategies  
to changing customer preferences.  

 
Built for complex enterprises.  
Made simple for you

We apply complex behavioral science 
and data-driven insights to better serve 
your customers in real time. Our seamless 
orchestration makes it easy to execute 
your campaign and achieve your goals. 

 
Compliance and security ensure  
peace of mind  

Purpose built for enterprises, our platform 
adapts to your unique compliance  
requirements to ensure you’re always 
aligned with regulations and audit ready.



Resolve past due bills faster, 
keep customers longer.

Contact us to find out how.

The Symend Platform— 
the competitive edge you 
need to stand out
 
The Symend Platform lets you deeply understand your 
customers and empower them to interact with your brand.

ABOUT SYMEND

Symend’s digital engagement platform uses behavioral science and data-driven insights to empower customers to resolve past due bills. Leveraging 
advanced analytics, Symend provides enterprise clients deep understanding into consumer behavior to engage millions of customers. Symend  
continuously optimizes these insights and empathetically nudges customers towards a desired action with personalized communications, self-serve  
tools and flexible repayment options.

Symend’s relationship-based approach keeps enterprises attuned to the changing needs of their customers and empowers them to take action.  
This increases customer satisfaction, lowers operating costs, and helps resolve past due bills before reaching collections.

Founded in 2016, Symend’s platform is purpose built to serve complex global enterprises in telecommunications, financial services, utilities and media. 
Symend is headquartered in Calgary and privately held, with global operations across Canada, the United States, Latin America and Asia-Pacific.
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